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I tried to make this presentation without overloading by the material, 
and in such a way that everyone can understand clearly non-empty 
space physics for macroscopic reality

Abstract. Continuous material space in the nondual field physics 

of Einstein and Infeld replaces the assumed emptiness between point 

particles in the Newton model of reality. The internal heat of circular 

metric flows creates the elementary mass-energy and this kinetic 

energy is balanced by the negative self-gravitation energy. 

The Einstein equation analog for continuous field densities of 

the moving nondual matter results in the vector geodesic relations for 

metric mass-energy flows that modifies the Navier-Stokes equation by 

the 1738 Bernoulli effect.



Now all textbooks say Yes, space is empty due to the laws of Newton and 
Coulomb, where div E = 0 for dual physics of fields and charges 

But:
René Descartes (1596—1650)  empty space is impossible -
the primary characteristic of matter is extension (res extensa)

Gustav Mie (1868-1957) space is not empty and div E = f (|E|) ≠ 0 
for continuous sources in nondual physics of charged material fields

Critical point of the modern particle physics is
the millennium problem of the Ancient Greeks

Is space empty in physical reality? 



Drawing by Rea Irvin;
1929 The New Yorker
Magazine, Inc.

A 1929 cartoon:
"People slowly accustomed 
themselves to the idea that 
the physical states of space 
itself were the final physical 
reality."
Professor
Albert Einstein



THE EVOLUTION OF PHYSICS, A.Einstein and L.Infeld, Cambridge Press, 1938

We could regard matter as the regions in space where the 
field is extremely strong... A thrown stone is, from this 
point of view, a changing field, where the states of greatest 
field intensity travel through space with the velocity of the 
stone. There would be no place, in our new physics, for both 
field and matter, field being the only reality. 

This new view is suggested by the great achievements of 
field physics, by our success in expressing the laws of 
electricity, magnetism, gravitation in the form of structure 
laws, and finally by the equivalence of mass and energy. 

Our ultimate problem would be to modify our field laws in 
such a way that they would not break down for regions in 
which the energy is enormously concentrated.”



substance – localized 
masses, R≠0

R00 – g00R/2 =0 
R00=0 и R=0 
empty space

Point matter (leading to singularities)
has been postulated from 
practice rather than from
logic or analytical math 

Point particle -
operator δ-density

Newtonian paradigm

substance – localized 
masses, R≠0



High mass density: R≠0 

By accepting continuous material space           
without singularities we comply with

t       the same observations in practice

Very low mass density: R≠0
High mass density: R≠0

10−36 m

Infinitely extended particle
Cartesian paradigm 

Einstein’s curvature R00 – g00R/2 =0 at R ≠ 0 
leads to static metrics without singularities  !



“A coherent field theory requires that all elements 
continuous… And from this requirement arises be the 
fact that the material particle has no place as a basic 
concept in a field theory. Thus, even apart from the fact 
that it does not include gravitation, Maxwell’s theory 
cannot be considered as a complete theory.”  1938



Dual Physics – localized particles in empty space 

There is no math error in the Schwarzschild metric solution for 
the curved empty space. But Einstein, «the reluctant father of 
black holes», published «... a clear understanding as to why 
the Schwarzschild singularities do not exist in physical reality»,

Annals of Math. 40, p.922, 1939

To confirm the event horizon is the critical point for all black hole 
proponets. There are no black holes in the nondual field reality 
and in Einstein’s GR since1938-1939 



4 stages in the theory of inertia/gravitation
Stage 1. 1687 – 1908. Philosophiae Naturalis Principia 
Mathematica, Newton,  (flat empty space)
4 notions: space + time + force’s field + substance

Stage 2. 1908 – 1916. Minkowski spacetime (flat empty space)
3 notions: spacetime + force’s field + substance

Stage 3. 1916 – today. GR with Schwarzschild metric (curved 
empty space) 2 notions: field spacetime + substance

Stage 4. 1938 – today. GR of Einstein-Infeld (flat material 
space in curved spacetime) 1 notion: material spacetime

1979 Logunov – to return back to stage 2 from stage 3
1938 Einstein  – to move ahead to stage 4 from stage 3 





The extended electron solution



“Einstein’s gravitation for Machian relativism of nonlocal 
energy-charges” Int. J. Theor. Phys. 47, 1261 (2008)

Full similarity of GR and EM theories 
in nondual physics of  nonempty charged space



Action of the extended mass



Energy tensor of material  spacetime

Static energy tensor

For static fields:



Einstein equation for static densities of 
one elementary (radial) mass

Ricci scalar is the scalar mass density of material space

METRIC 
SOLUTION:



Bulyzhenkov, Geometrization of Radial Particles in 
Non-Empty Space Complies with Tests of General 

Relativity, Jour. Mod. Phys. 2012, 3, 1465-1478

Same post-Newton 
weak field dynamics 
of probe bodies in 
empty and non-
empty gravitational 
spaces, but not in 
strong fields 



Strong gravitational fields of many bodies

Energy conservation under the global overlap of elementary material spaces

This is the many-body Principle of 
Equivalence or the Yin-Yang dialectics  
of material space densities



Einstein equation for moving material space

- vector geodesic conditions for material fields 

- field mass density of material space

relativistic
acceleration 
vs forces 

stress



Modified Navier-Stokes equation

Since 1738 Bernoulli’s pressure depends on the speed of a stationary fluid 
where the Newtonian accelerations is balanced by the non-Newtonian one  



Nondual Classical Electrodynamics of charged fields   

Maxwell’s equations in purely field terms for 
4-momentum of electric energy flows                   :

Einstein’s equations takes the same form for non-relativistic energy 
flows. Therefore, magnetic monopoles in Classical Electrodynamics 
and same gravimagnetic monopoles in General Relativity have equal 
theoretical rights to be discussed or to be searched in experiments.



Just in two words: 
Electron’s self-energy is complex - real energy quantization leads to 
the Compton length 2,4 x 10-12 m, while imaginary energy part is 
quantized on the electric analog length 1,2 x 10-33 m 

Finite imaginary energy in the nondual physics of charged 
fields instead of the unphysical Coulomb divergence in the 
dual (particle +field) approach to reality



Logarithmic potential is the strong field solution for 
elementary radial charges in Maxwell’s electrostatics

В – the universal potential for complex self-
energy of gravitational and electric charges

Half of the radial charge q =ie is within 
the sphere of this fundamental radius 



Pure field physics for nondual material continuum   

1. There is no spatial scale in reality for an assumed
transition from nondual field physics of the quantum
microworld to dual Newton physics of the “observed”
macroworld.

2. Classical Electrodynamics and General Relativity
should be redesigned in nondual terms of continuous
material fields with high and low densities of relevant
energy flows.
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Mass-energy unification with electric charge-energy

Bulyzhenkov, Pure field physics of continuous charges without singularities, 
Proceedings of “Gravitation: 100 years after GR”, p.317, Recontres de  Moriond
2015, La Thuile, Italy  http://moriond.in2p3.fr/Proceedings/2015/Moriond_Grav_2015.pdf

Complex Charge Densities Unify Particles with Fields 
and Gravitation with Electricity, 
Bulletin of Lebedev Physics Inst, v4, N4 (2016) p.140;

Pure field electrodynamics of continuous complex charges, 
Tutorial of the 4th year course, MIPT, Moscow 2015
ISBN 978-5-7417-0554-4. Physics in Higher Education (in 
Russian) v22 (2016) p.59, http://pinhe.lebedev.ru/;

http://moriond.in2p3.fr/Proceedings/2015/Moriond_Grav_2015.pdf






Einstein and Infeld: “Classical physics introduced two 
substances: matter and energy. The first had weight, but the 
second was weightless. In classical physics we had two 
conservation laws: one for matter, the other for energy. We 
have already asked whether modern physics still holds this 
view of two substances and the two conservation laws. The 
answer is: No. According to the theory of relativity, there is 
no essential distinction between mass and energy. Energy 
has mass and mass represents energy. Instead of two 
conservation laws we have only one, that of mass-energy. 

This new view proved very successful and fruitful in 
the further development of physics. How is it that this fact of 
energy having mass and mass representing energy 
remained for so long obscured? 

Is the weight of a piece of hot iron greater than that of 
a cold piece? The answer to this question is now Yes, but on 
p. 43 it was No..



We have two realities: matter and field. There is no 
doubt that we cannot at present imagine the whole of physics 
built upon the concept of matter as the physicists of the early 
nineteenth century did. For the moment we accept both the 
concepts. Can we think of matter and field as two distinct 
and different realities? Given a small particle of matter, we 
could picture in a naive way that there is a definite surface of 
the particle where it ceases to exist and its gravitational field 
appears. In our picture, the region in which the laws of field 
are valid is abruptly separated from the region in which 
matter is present. But what are the physical criterions 
distinguishing matter and field? Before we learned about the 
relativity theory we could have tried to answer this question 
in the following way: matter has mass, whereas field has not. 
Field represents energy, matter represents mass. But we 
already know that such an answer is insufficient in view of 
the further knowledge gained.



From the relativity theory we know that matter 
represents vast stores of energy and that energy represents 
matter. We cannot, in this way, distinguish qualitatively 
between matter and field, since the distinction between mass 
and energy is not a qualitative one. By far the greatest part of 
energy is concentrated in matter; but the field surrounding 
the particle also represents energy, though in an 
incomparably smaller quantity. 

We could therefore say: Matter is where the 
concentration of energy is great, field where the 
concentration of energy is small. But if this is the case, then 
the difference between matter and field is a quantitative 
rather than a qualitative one. 
There is no sense in regarding matter and field as two 
qualities quite different from each other. We cannot imagine 
a definite surface separating distinctly field and matter.



The same difficulty arises for the charge and its field. It 
seems impossible to give an obvious qualitative criterion for 
distinguishing between matter and field or charge and field. 

Our structure laws, that is, Maxwell's laws and the 
gravitational laws, break down for very great concentrations 
of energy or, as we may say, where sources of the field, that 
is electric charges or matter, are present. But could we not 
slightly modify our equations so that they would be valid 
everywhere, even in regions where energy is enormously 
concentrated? 

We cannot build physics on the basis of the matter 
concept alone. But the division into matter and field is, after 
the recognition of the equivalence of mass and energy, 
something artificial and not clearly defined. Could we not 
reject the concept of matter and build a pure field physics? 
What impresses our senses as matter is really a great 
concentration of energy into a comparatively small space.



We could regard matter as the regions in space where the 
field is extremely strong. In this way a new philosophical 
background could be created. Its final aim would be the 
explanation of all events in nature by structure laws valid 
always and everywhere. A thrown stone is, from this point of
view, a changing field, where the states of greatest field
intensity travel through space with the velocity of the stone. 
There would be no place, in our new physics, for both field 
and matter, field being the only reality. This new view is 
suggested by the great achievements of field physics, by our 
success in expressing the laws of electricity, magnetism, 
gravitation in the form of structure laws, and finally by the 
equivalence of mass and energy. Our ultimate problem 
would be to modify our field laws in such a way that they 
would not break down for regions in which the energy is 
enormously concentrated.”



Thanks

for understanding 
of Descartes-Mie-
Einstein-Infeld nondual
physics of pure fields
without black holes



ЭЛЕМЕНТЫ МИРОУСТРОЙСТВА ПО НЬЮТОНУ

- координатное пространство неподвижно и нематериально
- материальные тела локализованы, движутся относительно 

пространства и друг друга
- источник силового поля – материальная точечная частица 
- нематериалные координатные поля заполняют все неподвижное 

пространство непрерывно (дуализм полей и частиц)
- постоянство инерционной массы и электрического заряда у частиц,      
нет уравнений для состояния элементарного источника 

ЭЛЕМЕНТЫ МИРОУСТРОЙСТВА ПО ДЕКАРТУ

- частица – неоднородный вихрь плотностей
- только круговые движения плотностей материи 
- все тела протяженные, напрямую контактируют друг с другом
- нет пустого пространства, допускается геометризация сплошного 

материального пространства и его движение
- нет инерциальных систем отсчета
- заряды и инерция частиц переменны, описываются уравнениями 
для источников
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